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How to Characterize Cylindrical Magnetic Nanowires
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Abstract

Cylindrical magnetic nanowires made through the help of nanoporous alumina templates are being fabricated and characterized since the beginning of 2000. They are still actively investigated nowadays, mainly due to their various promising applications, ranging from high-density magnetic recording to high-frequency devices, passing by sensors, and biomedical applications. They also represent suitable systems in order to study the dimensionality effects on a given material. With time, the development in fabrication techniques allowed to increase the obtained nanowire complexity (controlled crystallinity, modulated composition and/or geometry, range of materials, etc.), while the improvements in nanomanipulation permitted to fabricate system based either on arrays or on single nanowires. On the other side, their increased complexity requires specific physical characterization methods, due to their particular features such as high anisotropy, small magnetic volume, dipolar interaction field between them, and interesting electronic properties. The aim of this chapter was to offer an ample overview of the magnetic, electric, and physical characterization techniques that are suitable for cylindrical magnetic nanowire investigation, of what is the specific care that one needs to take into account and which information will be extracted, with typical and varied examples.
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1. Introduction

The continuing progress in fabrication techniques nowadays lead scientists to succeed in producing nanosystems that are always smaller, more complex, and/or fabricated with more control. This achievement is highly interesting for both fundamental studies and technological improvements, since it provides novel systems permitting to test phenomena at mankind frontiers of knowledge. However, the counterpart is that these new nanosystems also require improvements in the characterization technique field, to yield more efficient, more sensible, and sometimes up to revolutionary, characterization methods. Without the ability to adequately probe the fabricated system characteristics, they remain useless and their promised advances need to wait until the development of suitable characterization techniques.

Figure 1. Representation of nanowire arrays embedded in a nanoporous alumina template. Reprinted with permission from [11]. Copyright 2010 by InTech.

Cylindrical magnetic nanowires represent a good example of the kind of nanosystems that become enabled due to a new fabrication technique. After the finding regarding how to obtain controlled nanoporous alumina templates by Masuda et al. in 1995 [1], the ordered, parallel, and with high-aspect ratio pores were quickly identified as perfect mold for electrodeposited metallic nanowires (Figure 1)[2–4]. Using magnetic materials, those nanowires are still actively
investigated nowadays, mainly due to their various promising applications, ranging from high-density magnetic recording [5] to high-frequency devices [6], passing by sensors [7], and biomedical applications [8]. They also represent suitable systems in order to study the dimensionality effects on a given material [9, 10]. With time, the development in fabrication techniques permitted to increase the obtained nanowire complexity (controlled crystallinity, modulated composition and/or geometry, range of materials, etc.), while the improvements in nanomanipulation permitted to fabricate systems based either on arrays or on single nanowires.

However, characterizing cylindrical magnetic nanowires presents specific challenges, due to their particular features. Among them, the small volume of a nanowire, and therefore its low magnetic signal, complicates both the manipulation of individual nanowires for their subsequent characterization and most of the single nanowire magnetic probing. It also limits the electrical current that a nanowire can support without melting, making them highly sensible to electrical discharge. Furthermore, nanowires present, by definition, a high-length/diameter ratio, typically larger than 50. This peculiar shape induces a mechanical fragility along the nanowire, thereby making its manipulation difficult and facilitating the apparition of longitudinal mechanical stress, which may interfere with their properties. From a magnetic point of view, this high-aspect ratio yields a large magnetic shape anisotropy that typically governs its magnetic behavior. Another important component influencing it is the large dipolar interaction field among nanowires when in array conformation, due to the small interdistance between them. However, this interaction field also needs to be taken into account when nanowires are free, like in solution. Finally, a last particular feature is the large nanowire surface (in comparison to its volume). It makes nanowires highly sensible to their environment, which may be an advantage, as in sensors, but can also be an issue while characterizing them (e.g., favoring the surface oxidation).

As previously stated, the magnetic nanowires’ increased complexity requires specific characterizations, in order to efficiently understand their properties and behavior and take advantage of their novelty. The understanding of a magnetic system, such as magnetic nanowires, requires studying not only its magnetic behavior but also its electrical and physical properties. The emphasis on one or another aspect depends on the specific objective of the study or application. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to offer an ample overview of the physical, electrical, and magnetic characterization techniques that are suitable for cylindrical magnetic nanowire investigation. For each method, the specific care that one needs to take into account and which information can be extracted are discussed, with typical and varied examples.

2. Physical characterization

Since magnetic properties are intrinsically linked to the system morphology, composition, and crystalline structure, they represent fundamental information while investigating magnetic nanowires. A common first step is to verify the obtained nanowire geometry by microscopy, either scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Coupled to these microscopes, other spectroscopy techniques allow knowing the nanowire
composition, such as energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Radiation diffraction techniques yield information about the crystalline or magnetic structure and can be performed on the complete array, through X-ray, neutron, or electron diffraction, or locally on a nanowire section, with the help of a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). Finally, phase transitions are well probed through specific heat measurements.

2.1. Geometry/morphology

As any nanostructure, nanowire fabrication often requires a visual inspection of the obtained product, before pursuing further characterization. Even if nanowires are basically long cylinders, their exact geometry (diameter, length, and interdistance in the array) directly influences their magnetic behavior. For example, their coercivity is highly sensible to their diameter, much more than to their length, while their interdistance controls the interaction field strength in the array, among others. Due to the fabrication technique used, nanowires grown in nanoporous alumina templates always exhibit a distribution, even very narrow, of their geometric parameter values. Furthermore, since nanowires are not restricted to homogeneous cylinders, their morphology also needs to be probed.

Such information can be obtained by electron microscopy techniques, due to the length scale required (less than 5-nm resolution at minimum). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are the two best equipments for nanowire imaging. While the resolution of the first is lower, it is compensated by the facts that it is a cheaper, more widespread and easier to operate microscope.

2.1.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM is a technique that enables the inspection of nanostructures by means of an electron beam guided through magnetic and electrostatic lenses. The wealth of different information that can be obtained by SEM method is caused by the multitude of signals that arise when an electron interacts with the specimen. The different types of electron scattering (backscattered, secondary, and Auger electrons) are the basis of most electron microscopy methods [12]. The widespread use of SEM became possible after 1958, when researchers from Cambridge (UK) built the first commercial prototype [13]. The typical primary electron beam used in a SEM is of 1–30 kV, with a beam current of 1 pA to 20 nA that can be focused in about 2-100-nm spot size, depending on the emitter source [14, 15]. A detailed description of the SEM operation can be found in [16].

This technique is highly adequate for proper measurements of the nanowire (and array) dimensions. Array cross-sectional view (easily obtained by simply breaking the fragile alumina template) facilitates the evaluation of geometrical parameter distribution (Figure 2a). Free nanowires can also be investigated, after selectively dissolving the alumina template and dispersing them on a substrate, generally Si (Figure 2b). Despite the relatively low resolution of SEM, it commonly allows zooming on some specific nanowire regions, such as the dendritic region at the bottom, if voltage reduction protocol described in [17] is used to thin the alumina barrier layer and allows the pores filling by electrodeposition (Figure 2c). Finally, the evalua-
tion of the pores-filling ratio can be completed by the top view of the array (Figure 2d). Additionally, as a non-destructive technique, one can inspect the nanowires along with electrical measurements, thermal annealing, or chemical reactions inside the SEM chamber [18]. However, electron beam exposure can induce hydrocarbon molecule deposition (from the vacuum chamber) on the scanned nanowire surface, leading to some contamination [19]. This can be avoided by reducing the beam current and exposure time over the surface [15].

![SEM images of Ni nanowires with modulated diameter](image)

**Figure 2.** (a–d) SEM images of Ni nanowires with modulated diameter fabricated through the three-step anodization technique [20]. (a) Cross-sectional view, showing the diameter modification region; (b) zoom on free nanowires upper segment; (c) zoom on the dendritic region, at the nanowire base; (d) array-top view, where the filled pores appear clearer; and (e) TEM image of a Ni nanowire region. Reprinted with permission from [21]. Copyright 2015 by IEEE.

### 2.1.2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

In order to observe the nanowires’ geometrical aspects in more detail, higher resolution images can be obtained by using TEM. In a conventional TEM, a thin specimen is irradiated with an electron beam with uniform current density. Typically, the acceleration voltage is at least 100–200 kV, while medium voltage instruments work at 200–500 kV to provide better transmission, and some equipments can reach up to 3 MV. The use of such a high voltage allows to produce a very small electron beam spot (typically <5 nm and, at best, <0.1 nm in diameter). On the other hand, strong electron/atom interactions through elastic and inelastic scattering can lead to some damages to the sample. This technique therefore requires a very thin specimen,
typically of the order of 5–100 nm for 100-keV electrons, depending on the sample material [22, 23].

Fortunately, most nanowires are thin enough in order to be directly investigated by TEM, without further preparation than dispersing free nanowires on a carbon TEM grid. Interesting morphological information that can be obtained includes surface roughness, layer interface sharpness, or even atomic plane directions, to name a few, besides more precise geometrical characterization than with a SEM (Figure 2e). Generally, TEM nanowire characterization is not limited to geometry and morphology but specialized in local investigation. It usually takes advantage of the high-energy electron beam to perform local spectroscopy (Section 2.2). Moreover, given the small beam diameter, large electron diffraction occurs on the sample, which reveals useful crystallographic information that will be described more in detail in Section 2.3.2. Finally, even local magnetic information can be obtained, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.2. As expected, its operation presents much more difficulties compared to SEM.

A common challenge concerning the inspection by electron microscope of nanoporous alumina membrane is the charging effects from the electron beam on the scanned area (mainly insulating). This effect can be avoided by depositing a very thin layer (<50 nm) of carbon or metal on the top surface [12, 24], whereas the dimensions of the inspected structures are larger than the metal layer thickness. However, the SEM contrast of nonconductive specimens varies widely depending on the coating metal and thickness, which influences the measurement’s accuracy on the scanned structures [25]. For TEM analysis, if the charge dissipation is insufficient, as is the case for insulating materials, the sample becomes unstable under the beam and the analysis becomes impossible.

2.2. Chemical composition

Since chemical composition is not necessarily totally controlled during the nanowire fabrication, either by electrodeposition or other alumina template-filling methods, probing their chemical composition is essential. This is especially important for alloyed or multi-element nanowires, as well as for multilayered ones. In the last case, a direct visualization of the chemical composition configuration is highly helpful. This is also true for local investigation, such as for surface oxidation, for example.

Therefore, it is highly advantageous to use some features of the electron microscopes described above to simultaneously perform a composition characterization of the nanowires. Mainly, both SEM and TEM possess a high-energy electron beam, which allows high sensitivity, while their scanning possibilities permit to map the chemical composition, usually superimposed to their morphology image. The typical techniques used for nanowires are the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Generally speaking, while the first determines the presence or not of an element, the second can probe their chemical environment. Both techniques can lead to a mapping of local chemical properties with high spatial resolution when coupled to a TEM, whereas EDS can also be performed in a SEM chamber.
2.2.1. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)

EDS measures the energy and intensity distribution of the X-rays generated by the impact of the high-energy electron beam on the surface of the sample (Figure 3a). The principle is based on the inner-shell electrons that may be excited by the incident beam, thus leaving holes in the atom’s electronic shells. When these holes are filled by higher energy electrons, the energy level difference creates a released X-ray. Since its energy depends on the electronic structure of the atom, the elemental composition within the probed area can be determined to a high degree of precision. More information about the EDS technique is available in [26].

Figure 3. (a) EDS spectrum of BiFeO$_3$ nanowires made by sol–gel preparation into alumina template. Reprinted with permission from [10]. Copyright 2013 by Elsevier Ltd, (b) EDS composition mapping of Fe$_3$Ga$_4$ nanowires fabricated through the metallic-flux nanonucleation method. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Copyright 2016 by Nature Publishing Group, and (c) EELS analysis for the composition mapping of Ni nanowire after dissolving the alumina template. Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright 2013 by Brazilian Microelectronics Society.

Specifically in nanowire characterization case, EDS is particularly useful to determine their chemical composition [27], their stoichiometry, and their impurity content. As mentioned before, since EDS is a local probe, it allows focusing on the nanowires, being either free or still in the alumina array (viewed in cross section). On counterpart, EDS data from nanowires require to be analyzed keeping in mind the low material thickness. Especially for light elements, the incident electron beam may not sufficiently interact with the atoms while passing through the nanowire diameter, thus preventing the emission of the characteristic X-ray spectrum of the material. In these cases, elemental percentage cannot be determined with precision, and EDS results are limited to probe the presence or not of the elements (in concentration above the detection limit). Care should also be taken about the EDS mapping spatial resolution (Figure 3b). Since it depends on the size of the interaction volume, which in turn is controlled by the accelerating voltage and the mean atomic number of the sample, the spatial resolution is better while performing EDS mapping in a TEM than in a SEM, on the order of 0.5 and 10 nm, respectively.

2.2.2. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)

In order to overcome the EDS disadvantages and obtain more precise information about the material chemical composition, one can use EELS technique instead. It allows obtaining
chemical information with a better energy resolution, passing from tens of eV for EDS to around 1 eV for EELS. Moreover, the EELS spatial resolution is generally higher than the corresponding EDS experiment because the EDS data are affected by beam broadening, unless the sample is very thin [29]. However, as a main drawback, EELS represents a more difficult technique to operate.

During an EELS measurement, some incident electrons of known energy will be scattered through inelastic interactions. The detection of the energy and momentum of the scattered electrons provides information on the excitations in the sample. As in EDS, inner-shell ionizations allow to determine the material atomic composition. However, a careful analysis of the spectrum also gives access to data about the chemical environment, such as the chemical bonding and the valence-/conduction-band electronic properties, among others [30, 31]. Since EELS is based on energy losses, the spectrum identification is facilitated for sharp and well-defined excitation edges, such as exhibited by low atomic number elements. The reader interested by more information about EELS as surface analysis technique is referenced to [32].

Therefore, in addition to determine the atomic composition for nanowires including light elements, EELS nanowire characterization is commonly used to investigate their oxidation state. In this case, the EELS- and TEM-coupled results can show the nanowire surface oxidation after being released from the alumina template (Figure 3c), which is critical for good electrical contact, as will be explained in Section 3.2. Another EELS capacity especially useful for nanowires is the ability to locally determine the valence state of a given element in the nanowire.

2.3. Structural characterization

Nanowires are by definition highly anisotropic, due to their elongated shape. However, in addition to the induced large axial shape anisotropy, one may need to also consider the magnetocrystalline contribution to the effective anisotropy. Therefore, the crystalline texture is especially important to resolve for nanowires made of materials with non-negligible magnetocrystalline anisotropy, like Co in hexagonal-close package (hcp). In this case, the uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant being of the same order of magnitude than the shape anisotropy of an infinite cylinder, it makes the effective anisotropy very sensitive to the nanowire texture.

Crystalline structure being, by definition, a repetitive pattern of a unit cell of atoms, the characterization techniques are based on the diffraction principle. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most common one and can be applied to nanowires. However, due to their small volume, the measurements require to be performed on several nanowires together, preventing to resolve local modifications of the crystalline structure along the nanowires. Substituting the incident beam from X-rays to high-energy electrons, precise local crystalline structure can be probed. Therefore, TEM chamber, through techniques such as selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution TEM, represents an ideal environment for nanowire crystalline structure investigation.
2.3.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

As mentioned above, monochromatic X-rays are used in XRD technique as incident beam that will be scattered through elastic interactions with the atom electrons. For some specific scattering angles that depend on the crystalline structure, a constructive interference is obtained and detected. Careful analysis of the diffraction pattern yields the identification of the crystal symmetry and unit cell, as well as allowing characterization of more subtle aspects, such as stress and disorder in the unit cell.

X-ray diffraction is commonly used to determine the basic composition, crystalline phase, and texture of electrodeposited nanowires. Due to geometry restrictions, the XRD experiment is usually performed in the \( \theta-2\theta \) mode with the scattering vector parallel to the nanowires inside the porous template, but it is also possible to remove the nanowires from the template and dispose them on a surface (such as a silicon wafer or glass) to set the scattering vector perpendicular to the nanowires. In the first geometry, only the crystalline planes perpendicular to the scattering vector contribute to the diffractogram peaks (Figure 4a). This particular situation yields that, besides the usual element and phase determination through their position, their relative intensity gives information about the crystalline texture, that is, the preferential grain orientation in the nanowires [33]. The XRD rocking curve technique, where the detector angle is fixed and the sample slightly tilted around a given angle, is a more powerful tool for the nanowire crystalline texture determination [34] (Figure 4a inset). However, due to the small volume of the electrodeposited nanowires and because they often do not completely fill the pore length, the diffractogram count can be very low and additional diffraction peaks arising from the template/substrate complicate the data analysis. Therefore, synchrotron radiation is preferred, since it leads to a higher signal coming from the nanowires.

---

Figure 4. (a) XRD pattern of hcp/fcc bi-crystalline Co nanowires. Inset: rocking curves for two different hcp peaks. Reprinted with permission from [34]. Copyright 2015 by AIP Publishing LLC. (b–d) Structural characterization through electron diffraction of a polycrystalline Ni nanowire. Reprinted with permission from [21]. Copyright 2015 by IEEE, (b) SAED diffraction pattern, (c) dark-field TEM images, showing size distribution of planes under the same diffraction condition, and (d) HRTEM showing the crystallographic planes.
2.3.2. Electron diffraction

Another way to improve the nanowire diffraction signal is to again take advantage of the incident high-energy electron beam present in a TEM. The diffraction principle remains similar as in XRD, with the difference that it is electrons that are elastically scattered, allowing a higher resolution. Also, the diffraction is probed in transmission, instead as in reflection, yielding a pattern of bright spots indicating the constructive interference conditions. Several probing techniques are available in a TEM chamber, but due to their morphology (thin but long) and nanoscale dimensions, nanowires represent an ideal system for those.

One can perform a selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in a region as small as of a few hundreds of nanometers, which can be a specific region along a nanowire. Indexing the obtained diffraction pattern is a powerful tool to study its crystalline structure (Figure 4b). The very short electron wavelength (of the pm order, but with relatively low energy when compared with X-rays) gives access to a precise description of the atom’s position. Additionally, one can also select a diffraction spot of SAED and enhance the contrast of the volume that contributes to that spot (Figure 4c). This imaging technique, called dark-field TEM, is useful to investigate planar defects, stacking faults, and grain size along individual nanowires, quickly allowing identifying repetitive crystalline pattern. Additionally, direct atomic observation is possible through a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), to image the crystalline planes (Figure 4d). Therefore, by directly measuring the interplanar distances, one can determine the phase and orientation of the grains, and also estimate their size. For a brief review of SAED and HRTEM applied to nanowires, one can refer to [35].

Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that specific heat, a technique which will be explained in the next section, can also be used to indirectly investigate nanowire crystalline structure [9]. The measurement does not require removing the nanowires from the template, which can represent a great advantage. On the counterpart, one requires a bulk sample of the same material, in a crystalline structure thought as similar as in the nanowires. Specific heat measurement yields the system Debye temperature, which is related to the phonon spectrum. By comparing the Debye temperatures, it is possible to see if both phonon spectra, and therefore crystalline structures, are similar or not.

2.4. Phase transition

In certain systems, it is advantageous to explore their physical properties by means of specific heat measurements. The specific heat of a material is one of the most important thermodynamic properties denoting its heat retention or loss of capacity. Therefore, its variation with temperature or magnetic field may indicate crystalline and/or magnetic phase transitions [36]. The specific heat acquisition can be performed in a small-mass calorimeter. In one of the various measurement protocols, it is placed into the sample chamber which controls the heat added to/removed from a sample while monitoring the resulting change in temperature. During a measurement, a given quantity of heat is first applied at constant power for a fixed time, before allowing the sample to cool down during an equivalent time. Unlike other techniques that monitor magnetic transition phase, such as magnetometry, specific heat measurements can
provide important additional information on the electronic structure and crystal lattice. However, care to the extent and in the analysis of the results need to be made more cautiously.

Like bulk systems, nanowires can undergo phase transitions. Interestingly, the transition temperature and nature may be modified for nanowires, as consequences of their lower dimensionality [9, 37] (Figure 5). However, performing specific heat measurements on nanowires represents a challenging task, due to the requirements to remove the contributions to the signal arising from everything else than the nanowires with precision. For nanowire arrays, this means to also measure, in the same conditions, a similar (in mass and geometry) empty alumina template. Accuracy in results depends on the correct mass determination of each component, which needs to be estimated for the nanowires.

Figure 5. Specific heat divided by temperature as a function of temperature of GdIn₃ nanowires (black curve) and its bulk correspondent (red curve), fabricated through the metallic-flux nanonucleation method. The sharp peaks show an antiferromagnetic transition, zoomed in the respective inset. Reprinted with permission from [37]. Copyright 2014 by Elsevier Ltd.

3. Electrical characterization

The growing interest in magnetic nanowires is connected to the possibility of employing them for advanced applications in wide technological fields. For example, nanowires represent ideal candidates for sensor devices, since they present high sensitivity to their environment [38, 39]. Moreover, they are presently intensively investigated for a large range of spintronic devices, due to the nanowire dimensions comparable or smaller than scaling lengths in magnetism and spin-polarized transport. Transport and magnetic properties, such as anisotropic magnetoresistance, field-induced magnetization reversal in single nanowires, domain-wall magnetoresistance, quantized spin transport in nanoconstrictions, among others
[40–43], represent essential characterization for nanowires intended to play a major role in tomorrow’s high technology.

In this chapter, we focus on direct current (DC) electrical characterization. The reader interested in radio-frequency (RF) nanowire measurements is referred to [6]. The main difficulty to perform electrical measurements on nanowires is to succeed in obtaining a good electrical contact. In this sense, several techniques have been implemented [38–40]. Here, we will restrain ourselves to the description of electrical characterization performed on single or few cylindrical nanowires. First, we describe a technique where the connected nanowires remain inside the nanowire array, thereby feeling the interaction field from their neighbors. In the second part, a method to measure free single nanowires is presented.

3.1. Nanowires embedded in array

Electrical characterization of nanowire arrays still embedded in porous alumina is an interesting technique because of their spatial ordering. In this case, the idea is to electrically connect nanowires both extremity, which is facilitated by the electrode already present at the nanowires’ bottom, used for their electrodeposition. Even if the barrier layer thinning method can be used to obtain an electrical contact [44], removing completely the barrier layer and closing the pores with a thick conductive film (usually Au) is preferred to lower the resistance. The top contact may be fabricated by filling the remaining pores length by a metallic material, like Cu [41, 43], or by mechanically polishing the top of the template before depositing an electrode by sputtering [40, 42].

Using lithography techniques, one can limit the template region electrically connected, measuring current transport over thousands of nanowires at the same time. The main advantage of this technique is to improve signal-to-noise ratio. In counterpart, the electrical characteristic in response to an electrical excitation is averaged [41], which prevents spin-transfer experiments.

Figure 6. (a) Schematic illustration of the single nanowire contacting process on an array of nanowires electrodeposited in supported nanoporous alumina template and (b) magnetoresistance curve for Py/Cu/Py spin-valve nanowire with 80 nm of diameter and external magnetic field in-plane with the membrane. Reprinted with permission from [40]. Copyright 2007 by American Chemical Society.
However, one can also define electrical nanocontacts on a single electrodeposited nanowire inside the porous membrane. This can be done by the indentation of an ultrathin-insulating photoresist layer deposited on the top face of the thinned alumina template after the electrodeposition. A modified atomic force microscope designed for local resistance measurement is used as a nanoindenter, allowing an easy access point onto individual nanowires at the surface of the template [40, 42], as shown in Figure 6a. As a consequence, magnetic properties, such as magnetoresistance signal, can be extracted from one individual nanowire (Figure 6b).

Despite the presence of the interaction field on the measured nanowire, this technique presents several advantages. First, the template size and shape yield a convenient sample-handling method [41]. Second, since the probed nanowire remains inside the alumina template, it does not suffer surface oxidation due to the contact with alumina-etching solution and ambient atmosphere. The major drawback of this oxidation is that it increases the nanowire resistance. As a consequence, it makes spin-transfer experiments more difficult, leading to a small giant magnetoresistance signal. Moreover, it favors the apparition of heating problem due to Joule effect, limiting the current density that one can inject in the nanowire before melting it.

3.2. Free nanowires

To avoid magnetic interactions between closer nanowires inside the porous membrane, which can influence the electrical and magnetic measurements of a single nanowire, one can release them from the membrane using a convenient etching solution. Two options exist to establish an electrical contact on a single nanowire, both involving the design of proper electrodes by optical or e-beam lithography. The first one consists of patterning the electrodes after dispersing the nanowires on a substrate [45]. While this method does not require nanowire manipulation, the critical step is the careful electrode alignment with the lying nanowire. Here, we will focus on the opposite technique, where the electrodes are first patterned and the free nanowires are placed afterwards between them. Depending on the nanowire manipulation technique, this method can reach large outflow.

For metallic nanowires, dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique allows to adequately position the nanowires to electrically connect them with the electrodes to further transport measurements. After chemically etching the alumina membrane, the nanowires must then be dispersed in dimethylformamide (DMF), a dielectric medium, in order to avoid nanowire cluster formation [21, 38, 41, 43]. Then, the metallic nanowires suspended in the DMF can be directly manipulated through alternating electric fields produced by a pair of electrodes separated by a gap region, as reported in [38] (Figure 7a). For optimized DEP parameters, one can trap one single nanowire to carry out electrical/magnetic measurements [38, 39, 41, 43] (Figure 7b).

As shown, DEP is an adequate tool to insert nanowire between electrodes for electrical transport measurements [38]. As already mentioned above, compared to the in-template electrical measurement, this technique removes the effects from the dipolar field from neighboring nanowires. Moreover, it permits to use a four-point resistance measurement method, since the electrode geometry is more versatile. Therefore, it makes possible to pattern a series of electrodes on a single nanowire in order to follow a domain-wall propagation. However, when the nanowire touches the electrodes, a large contact resistance is sometimes
present due to native oxide or organic residues, leading to a Schottky-like behavior (nonlinear). Several options are available to reduce the contact resistance, such as depositing a thin metallic layer on the nanowire extremities by focused ion beam-induced deposition (FIBID) (Figure 7c) [38]. Another option consists of improving the contact resistance by passing a low current into the nanowire, allowing subsequent temperature-dependent electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance measurements (Figure 7d) [28].

Figure 7. Electrical characterization of free Ni nanowires manipulated through DEP technique, as presented in [38]. (a) Schematic illustration of the sample preparation, (b) SEM image of one single nanowire deposited on electrodes, (c) current versus voltage curves before (black, left, and down axes) and after (red, right, and up axes) 10-nm-thick Pt layer deposition by FIBID (a and c reprinted with permission from [38]. Copyright 2015 by American Vacuum Society), and (d) resistivity evolution with temperature of one single nanowire, showing metallic behavior. Inset: magnetoresistance measurement with the current flowing perpendicular to the applied field at 300 K. Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright 2013 by Brazilian Microelectronics Society.

Whatever the techniques used to connect a single nanowire, its electrical characterization is subjected to a special care about the current that can flow through it. Above a certain limit, it begins to damage the nanowire due to heat dissipation. Therefore, in addition to control the current during the electrical measurements, one needs to also prevent electrical discharge when preparing the sample.

4. Magnetic characterization

Obviously, the investigation of magnetic nanowires cannot be complete without probing their magnetic properties. Magnetometry, which is the magnetization measurement, yields the basic
magnetic behavior, typically through the acquisition of a major hysteresis curve. For an array, it can be performed on a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) or a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), while micro-SQUID and magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) are suitable for single nanowire. All these magnetization measurement techniques can also be used to perform specific field routine, such as first-order reversal curves (FORCs), which give the statistical distribution of hysteresis operators, or the angular dependence, to probe the magnetization-reversal processes. On the other hand, useful magnetic characterization is not limited to the magnetization value acquisition. Nanowire array magnetization reversal can be probed by means of magnetic force microscopy (MFM), while imaging the domain walls and/or magnetic structure along a single nanowire is enabled by MFM and electron holography, for example. For its part, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is an adequate tool to probe the material anisotropy.

4.1. Magnetometry techniques

While typical nanowire arrays exhibit a magnetic signal relatively easy to measure with conventional equipment, due to the high nanowire density, single nanowires require more sensible technique. Furthermore, the sample manipulation does not present specific challenge for measuring an array, apart from the magnetic field orientation with respect to the nanowire axis. However, the first problem to overcome before measuring single nanowire magnetization is their proper positioning. These differences naturally divide the magnetometry techniques between the array and single nanowire-oriented ones.

4.1.1. Array magnetometry

Most of conventional magnetometers coupled with magnets able to apply field of at least 1 T are sufficient to measure the magnetization arising from a nanowire array. Due to the high density of nanowires, its magnetic signal typically yields several memu, which is higher than the sensibility of standard magnetometer for bulk systems. The two main equipment used for nanowire magnetic characterization are the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Both are based on Faraday’s law principle, which states that a variation in the magnetic flux density passing through a conductive coil induces a current in this coil to compensate the variation. The sample is therefore magnetized by an external magnetic field and its position with respect to the detecting coils is changed, thus inducing a measured voltage that is subsequently converted in magnetic moment.

The VSM detection system [46] is simpler than the one in a SQUID. The sensing coils are usually copper coils located around the sample. A relatively good sensitivity is gained by mechanically vibrating the sample at a given frequency (typically less than 100 Hz) and using a lock-in amplifier to filter the signal induced. In counterpart, the SQUID benefits of a higher sensitivity. Here, the detector is a superconducting loop, which imposes a quantization of the magnetic flux. This loop contains two Josephson junctions that break the flowing current symmetry in the presence of a magnetic flux variation. For more information about SQUID operation, the reader is referred to the study of Ramasamy et al. [47].
Apart from the proper sample centering, nanowire array magnetization acquisition is relatively straightforward. The only experimental aspect to take care is the applied magnetic field direction relative to the nanowire axis, due to the anisotropy of the system (Figure 8a). Since the measurement is performed on a whole array, one needs to remember that it exhibits the array magnetic properties, which may differ from the individual nanowire ones (see Section 4.2.1). For example, the coercivity obtained represents when half of the array magnetic volume reversed its magnetization, while the susceptibility is related to the interaction field between the nanowires.

4.1.2. Single nanowire magnetometry

To overcome this discrepancy, the direct magnetic measurement of one nanowire should deliver the individual properties. However, in addition to the difficulties created by the necessity to adequately position the individual nanowire with respect to the sensing element, the low magnetic signal arising from a single nanowire represents a complex challenge. Two different solutions have essentially been implemented.

The first one consists of fabricating a micro-SQUID detector around a free nanowire lying on a substrate [50]. The nanowire proximity with the superconducting loop, coupled to its high-detection sensibility, allows performing magnetization measurement. However, this technique has several drawbacks that explain why it is not largely widespread. Mainly, the micro-SQUID detector fabrication, made by complex lithography, is restrained to a unique nanowire, thus severely limiting the number of single nanowires that can be characterized in a reasonable period of time.

Figure 8. Typical normalized magnetization curves for Ni nanowires (130 nm of diameter, ≈ 20-μm long). (a) Nanowire array measured both parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) to the nanowire axis on a commercial VSM. It evidences the axial easy axis of the array. In blue, the anisotropy field distribution calculated according to [48] and (b) single nanowire measured axially on a MOKE setup. The squared hysteresis loop denotes a clear axial easy axis. Reprinted with permission from [49]. Copyright 2012 by IOP Publishing Ltd.
On the other side, the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) is normally used as a superficial magnetic characterization technique due to its small penetration length. Nevertheless, its penetration length of the order of the tens of nanometer is enough to probe the magnetic signal from single nanowires, while actually removing unwanted background signal, as from the substrate. Compared to the micro-SQUID, the MOKE technique is advantaged by the facts that it can be performed on a conventional MOKE setup and allows to quickly measure several nanowires, making distribution properties possible to evaluate. It consists of shining an incident polarized light on the magnetic sample and measuring the rotation of the reflected light [51]. This rotation depends on the relative orientation of the incident polarization with the sample magnetization. Therefore, there exist three different configurations (longitudinal, transversal, and polar) that allow detecting magnetization in the parallel, perpendicular, and out-of-plane directions, respectively.

In order to succeed in measuring the magnetic properties of isolated nanowires by MOKE, it is important to carefully perform the measurement. Good focus of the laser spot on the sample and cautious alignment of the lens system are primordial to avoid signal loss. Additionally, the low magnetic signal requires that the hysteresis loops must be averaged several times (up to thousands) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. As already stated, the magnetic characterization of single nanowires yields fundamental properties such as the individual switching field and squareness of nanowires [49] (Figure 8b). This information is essential to study the magnetization-reversal mechanisms in nanowires.

4.2. Magnetometry routines

Even if major magnetization hysteresis curves, from an array or a single nanowire, give a valuable characterization, the knowledge directly extracted from them remains limited: saturation magnetization, susceptibility, coercivity, squareness, and so on. However, different magnetic behaviors can be easily probed, still using the same setups as for the major curve acquisition. The idea consists of modifying the measurement routine in order to select a specific kind of behavior to follow and investigate. For example, instead of sweeping the magnetic field between saturation values, but performing reversal curves, which begin in the hysteresis area, one is able to get access to the switching of individual nanowires while measuring the whole array. This technique, called first-order reversal curve (FORC), is very powerful when applied to nanowire systems. Another possibility is to change the angle during the measurement, since nanowire magnetic behavior depends on their anisotropy. This technique represents an effective way to achieve to experimentally study the magnetization-reversal mechanisms occurring in the nanowires. Both procedures are easily implemented in any magnetometer and can be applied to both nanowire array and single nanowire. Therefore, they should be considered as part as basic nanowire characterization, along with major hysteresis curves, due to the richness of information obtained.

4.2.1. First-order reversal curve (FORC) technique

Major hysteresis curves yield the magnetic properties of whole nanowire arrays. However, the magnetization of the array can be viewed as the average of the nanowire magnetization. The
objective of the FORC technique is to extract the individual magnetic entities characteristics while performing a measurement on the whole system. A complete description of the implementation of the FORC method for nanowire arrays is available in [11]. It is based on the classical Preisach model, where magnetic entities are modeled as squared hysteresis operators called mathematical hysterons. In order to obtain the statistical distribution of these operators, only described by their width and field shift, Mayergoyz developed a specific field-sweeping routine [52]. It consists of minor curves beginning at a reversal field (inside the hysteretic area) and returning to the saturation (Figure 9a). The FORC result is calculated from these data through a second-order mixed derivative and represented as a contour plot (Figure 9b). If the measured system meets the required conditions for the classical Preisach model, it can be considered as the hysterons statistical distribution.

Several nanowires, due to their large shape anisotropy, exhibit a squared hysteresis curves when measured axially. Therefore, the hysterons could be associated with the individual nanowire magnetic behavior, leading to a clever way to get access to the single nanowire properties without requiring to remove them from the template. This explains why the FORC technique is highly suitable to investigate nanowires. However, like most of real systems, nanowire arrays do not meet the criteria for the classical Preisach model, due to their interaction field. The FORC result analysis thus necessitates to be performed carefully. The physical analysis model, based on simulated behavior of physically meaningful hysterons, has been developed in this sense [53]. It allowed obtaining a quantitative parametrization of the FORC result in order to extract the mean and distribution width coercivity and the interaction field at saturation, among other values [54]. Even if the method is based on hysteretic operators, information about the system reversibility can also be extracted [55].

Typical axial FORC result for nanowire appears as a distribution narrow along the coercivity, while elongated along the interaction field axis (Figure 9b). It may be interpreted as nanowires with similar coercivity, and therefore geometrical dimensions, submitted to a large and almost uniform interaction field dependent on the magnetization. In general, a ridge may appear...
along the coercivity axis and is attributed to the nonuniformity of this interaction field, the measurement being carried on a finite array [56]. In addition to the homogeneous nanowires, the FORC method remains suitable for more complex systems, such as multilayer nanowires, when coupled to the physical analysis model for the result analysis.

4.2.2. Angular-dependent magnetization curves

From a general point of view, all anisotropic system behavior is highly dependent on the applied magnetic field direction. From the other side, varying the field angle allows obtaining data from which additional information may be extracted. On most of magnetometers working with an electromagnet, which produces a horizontal applied field, modifying the measurement angle is easy and generally implemented in the control software. It is more challenging for superconducting coil, since the magnetic field is vertical in this case. Manual angle variation is usually required, thus increasing the total measurement time.

For nanowires, the classical case is to perform hysteresis curves along the axial and transverse directions, to determine the easy axis direction (e.g., see Figure 8a). In the last years, angle-dependent magnetization curves turned out to be richer in information, after it proved its ability to be interpreted as a signature of the magnetization-reversal processes. Nanowires with diameter up to few hundreds of nanometers usually reverse their magnetization through the domain-wall nucleation/propagation mechanism. Depending on their properties, the domain wall nucleated may be either transverse or vortex. Assuming that a transverse domain-wall nucleation can be modeled as the coherent rotation of a volume equivalent to the domain wall [57], the angular nanowire coercivity can be calculated in this case [58] (Figure 9c). Deviations from this model can be interpreted as the occurrence of other mechanisms (curling, fanning, coherent rotation, etc.) or domain-wall types (mainly vortex), while fitting yields quantitative values of the anisotropy constants. A special care with the precision of the field direction angle should be taken during the measurement, but can be easily overcome while performing the analytical fit.

4.3. Magnetization imaging

For nanowires, the interest in obtaining a direct or an indirect visualization of their magnetic structure depends on the resolution and area observed. High-resolution imaging allows probing a particular region of the nanowire and observes details of the magnetic domains and domain walls, which is probably the best way to understand and to control them. Since the domain-wall dynamics is very sensitive to their morphology [59, 60], it is fundamental to know their geometry for all applications involving domain-wall propagation. The domain pattern of a whole nanowire, for its part, gives valuable information about its magnetization-reversal mechanism. Finally, investigations of the nanowire array complex magnetization reversal and interaction field are helped by large-scale imaging of several nanowires, usually performed on the template top surface.

The two last cases are well resolved by using the magnetic force microscopy (MFM) technique, where a magnetized atomic force microscopy tip maps the stray field. For further local
magnetic information, several methods have been developed. They are usually more complicated to operate than MFM and not always suitable for cylindrical nanowires, due to their geometry. Here, we focus on a powerful characterization that can be performed in a TEM chamber and that can yield highly valuable local information: electron holography.

The main problem concerning magnetization imaging of nanowires and nanowire arrays is that both systems are tridimensional, instead of planar. Therefore, one needs to keep in mind that the observation made is not complete and that some additional features of the internal magnetization structure may be hidden from the observer. By example, assumptions about the nanowire magnetic structure are required when imaging nanowire array top extremity. Also, the nanowires’ cylindrical shape makes the domain-wall internal structure very difficult to be seen, like the core of a vortex domain wall, since it lays parallel to the nanowire axis and near its center.

4.3.1. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM)

Among several techniques, the MFM is probably one of the most used magnetic imaging tools. Here, we give a brief description of the technique, but a most complete, although compact description, can be found in [61]. As mentioned above, the MFM is an atomic force microscope
with a magnetic tip, usually a thin (<50 nm) coated film with high coercivity of Ni, Co, or CoCr, among others, for the tip magnetization to be fixed during the scan. The tip lies on one end of a cantilever that raster scans the sample. The scanned area can be as large as 200 μm² and the typical resolution is 30 nm. In alternating current (AC) mode, which provides a better resolution, the cantilever tip is put to oscillate near its resonance frequency by piezoelectric crystals, while the tip-sample interaction changes the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the oscillating cantilever. All these changes are measurable (by a laser reflected from the cantilever) and can be used to calculate the force exerted at the tip by the sample. To consider only the magnetostatic interaction between the tip and the stray field generated by the sample, the lift-height technique is usually employed. In this mode, the tip is brought very close to the sample and a first scan is performed. The tip is then lifted and a second scan is done, thus eliminating the topographic contribution. A lift height of 50 nm is usually sufficient to image nanowires. Due to the complicated and not necessarily fixed magnetization tip and the unsolvable problem of the reconstruction of the magnetization sample by the sensed sample stray field, MFM is usually considered as a qualitative technique. Despite this, it is very useful, especially if combined with other techniques such as magnetometry, magnetoresistance measurements, and micromagnetic simulations.

Since the samples do not require any special preparations, only to lay on a plane surface, MFM is used to image both the top of nanowire arrays and free nanowires. Due to the large axial shape anisotropy, nanowires are usually taken to remain monodomain under axial-applied magnetic field. Therefore, investigations about individual nanowire-switching field and complex magnetostatic interaction between nanowires take advantages of the large template area that MFM can scan. Actually, this monodomain state can be directly observed by performing MFM imaging of free nanowires. It allows visualizing the magnetic domains along the nanowire, and thus the presence of domain walls. However, in cylindrical nanowires, the domain-wall length is typically of a few nanometers, for Co, Ni, Fe, and alloys. Therefore, the MFM resolution does not normally provide much information about the domain-wall geometry, especially if it is a vortex or a helical, that have a small stray field compared with transverse domain wall.

4.3.2. Electron holography

Electron holography, performed in a TEM chamber, allows obtaining higher resolution imaging of the magnetic structure. The principle is to get access to the phase shift of the electron wave that traveled through the sample, not only to its amplitude, as in conventional TEM imaging techniques. By creating two paths for the electron beam, one passing through the sample while the other remaining undisturbed, the interference pattern creates an electron hologram, which depends on the phase shift. Therefore, the sample local magnetic properties influence the electron wave when passing through it and can be directly observed afterwards. More information about this powerful technique can be found in [67, 68], the second being specifically dedicated to magnetic material investigations.

Being performed using the high-energy electron beam from a TEM, typical electron holography resolution is of 5 nm and results are usually associated with micromagnetic simulations.
Due to the technique complexity, the best use of electron holography for nanowires is to probe the fine magnetic structure that is out of range for MFM equipment. More specifically, it allows to obtain a clear image of nanowire domain walls [69], as well as the detailed domain pattern created by multilayers [66] (Figure 10c and d).

4.4. Anisotropy probing

Finally, as was mentioned several times, nanowire magnetic behavior is intrinsically related to their anisotropy, both global and local variations. Even if magnetometry can be used to indirectly probe the system anisotropy properties, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is a powerful technique to obtain more accurate data. The FMR phenomenon is based on the resonance arising when the frequency of an applied transverse AC magnetic field is equal to the material Larmor frequency, which is the frequency of magnetization precession around the effective magnetic field. Since the anisotropy energy modifies the effective magnetic field, even the anisotropy constant distribution is accessible through FMR. A complete description of the phenomenon and the various ways to measure it is reviewed in [70].

In the specific case of monodomain nanowires, both the anisotropy intensity and direction distributions are highly important since electrodeposited nanowires generally present homogeneities, which could greatly affect their magnetic behavior. On the other side, electromagnetic wave propagation directly depends on the medium effective anisotropy, leading to a crucial information for all nanowire applications related with high-frequency devices (Figure 11a) [71]. Finally, the array magnetization reversal may lead to the interesting phenomenon of
double resonance (Figure 11b) [72]. Several setups have been developed to measure FMR in nanowires and nanowire arrays. The reader interested to push further his knowledge in the area is referenced to the following book chapter [73].

5. Conclusion

In summary, the adequate use of the different characterization techniques available is essential for any researcher that is investigating magnetic nanowires, since the cost in time and money is high. Moreover, improper data analysis can lead to incorrect conclusions, while the unknown existence of a characterization technique can severely delay the advancement of a research project. This chapter is meant to serve as a reference guide for the specific system that constitutes magnetic nanowires.
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